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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_syntax_tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control-flow_graph
Wikipedia.org CC BY-SA 4.0



...the number of parameters or connections….
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Mikolov et al., Efficient Estimation of Word Representations in Vector Space, 2013 (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf)
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A function

Function context vector
(pretrained)

Opcode

Operands
(averaged)

An asm token  a vector
(averaging)

An asm line  a vector
(averaging)

A function  a vector

Ding, Fung & Charland, Asm2Vec: Boosting Static Representation Robustness 
for Binary Clone Search against Code Obfuscation and Compiler Optimization, 
IEEE S&P, 2019

push    rbp
mov     rbp, rsp
push    rbx
sub      rsp, 138h
mov     rax, 8h
mov     [rbp+18h], rax
xor eax, eax
mov     [rbp+4h], 0
mov     [rbp+32h], 1505h
lea        rax, [rbp+24h]
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Duan et al., DeepBinDiff: Learning Program-Wide Code 
Representations for Binary Diffing, NDSS, 2020

DeepBinDiff:  an embedding learned from two binaries on a merged CFGs

An issue: graph information is implicit, being dissolved in the embedding vectors 
(Asm2Vec, DeepBinDiff)
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Scarselli et al., The Graph Neural Network Model, 
IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, 2009

state node label, edge labels, neighboring node states/labels

Local transition function

Local output function

Learning: fixed-point problem
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Major GNN operations:

GCN (ICLR 2017)

Fails to distinguish 
proportionally
equivalent multi-sets

Fails to distinguish
multi-sets with the same 
distinct elements

GraphSage (NIPS 2017)

Xu et al., How powerful are graph neural networks, ICLR 2019



GIN: use the summation as the aggregation function

Xu et al., How powerful are graph neural networks, ICLR 2019
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[2,2] [1,1] Theorem: GNN is as powerful as the Weisfeiler-Lehman test
(test of graph isomorphism) if the combine and aggregate
functions of GNN are injective in countable space








